Aerospace - Comprehensive Product Portfolio

The world’s premier supplier of aircraft engines and systems, avionics and other products and services for airliners, regional and business aircraft, military aircraft and spacecraft.

Products:
- Aircraft engines
- Auxiliary power units
- Integrated avionics and aircraft control systems
- Aircraft safety systems
- Precision guidance and navigation
- Environmental control systems
- Electric generation and distribution systems
- Landing systems
- Repair and overhaul
- Spare parts
- Support and services for space and communications facilities
- After-sales avionics support solutions
- Aircraft lighting
- Aircraft cabin entertainment and passenger productivity products/systems

16,000 Products – If it flies, we are on it!
38,000 employees at nearly 100 manufacturing, engineering and service sites. (~225 MPE @ 20+ sites)
Honeywell and PRI - History

• Honeywell engines businesses (Garrett and Lycoming) participated in Nadcap since its inception

• Special processes and products:
  - Started mandating Nadcap for special process suppliers in 1998-1999 - second company to mandate Nadcap
  - Actively worked to expand number of task groups
  - As Nadcap expanded, we phased in
    ♦ Europe and Asia and
    ♦ Other commodities

• Internal Special Processes:
  - Initiated NUCAP as a process for in-house special processes 1999 – 2000
  - Volunteered for pilot - 2002
  - Achieved NUCAP certification in 2004 – first in aerospace Industry!
  - Currently, 25 locations NUCAP certified, all commodities offered by NUCAP

• eQualified: Led launch to help develop supply-base and expand in emerging market
Honeywell is Committed to PRI and Nadcap

• Yearly membership

• Active participation in Nadcap administration:
  - PRI Board of Directors
  - Nadcap Management Council
  - NUCAP Management Council
  - eQualified Management Council

• Task group participation, including appropriate travel
  - 14 Nadcap representatives

• Engineering involvement in all Nadcap special process task groups
  - Auditor review/approvals
  - Audit reviews/approvals

• We have
  - 93+% special process supply base Nadcap accredited
  - 20+ Honeywell locations NUCAP certified

Large annual commitment to support PRI
Benefits of Nadcap programme

**Quantitative Benefits of Nadcap:**

- Financial benefits for Primes sharing common oversight audits
- Financial benefits for Suppliers not having audits from each Customer
- Increased business*

**Qualitative Benefits of Nadcap:**

- More complete, standardized checklists
- Clearer understanding of contract flow-down
- Better process controls
- Increased quality*

*Based on survey conducted by PRI
Benefits of NUCAP programme

Honeywell has seen numerous benefits of being involved in NUCAP:

- Standardized checklists
  - Improved understanding of requirement flow-down
  - Input into modifications / improvements
- Improved internal quality systems
  - RCCA is implemented globally, not just one site
- Matured ability to improve process controls

NUCAP has changed the way we control processes